BACKGROUND: Various techniques are used in diagnosing cardiac diseases. The electrocardiogram is one of these tools in common use. In this study vectorcardiogram (VCG) signals are used as a tool for detection of cardiac ischemia.
oronary atherosclerosis based on vascular stenosis level and blood circulation blockage of myocardium and thrombosis formation cause some symptoms and consequences. Decreasing blood circulation is progressive and by delivering non-sufficient blood, myocardium cells are deprived of blood combinations necessary for their survival. This condition is called ischemia. ECG is a common diagnostic tool used in surviving cardiovascular system. 1 Although ECG signal is used as a general method in cardiac performance evaluation, the main and major objective of ECG is the experience dependency of cardiologist in interpretation of the registered samples. 2 Typical method for ECG interpretation is mainly based on wave shape rather than vectorial concepts and information content. Generally using ECG signal analysis in spite of some advantages such as availability in medical centers has a main problem which is lack of accurate and detailed information representation of cardiac electric activity. 3 Another surface potential registration system C with high amount of electrodes (100-500 electrodes) can provide more transparent view of the cardiac electrical activity, but the main problem with this method is hardware complication. In the VCG method only 6 electrodes are used with special arrangements known as Frank. In recent decades many of researchers concentrated on the VCG field. [4] [5] [6] [7] These studies were mostly focused on cardiac diseases diagnostic, education development on VCG and comparison with ECG performance. 8, 9 Extensive studies have been done recently on animals and considering cardiac ischemia in animals using VCG algorithm. [10] [11] [12] Other applications of VCG signal are in arrhythmias classification 13, 14 and fetus movement survival. 15 One of the VCG advantages is its similarity to Three Dimensions view of patient electrocardiogram signal via a 3 dimensional (3D) model of human heart. Commonly extracted features used in VCG are 22 in number (Table 1) . [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] In cases which the number of features are big in comparison to the number of samples the use of nonlinear classifiers such as Neural Network classifiers are recommended. 16, 17 The VCG curve is based on an approximate bipolar model of cardiac electric activity which is a common concept used in ECG interpretation. On the other hand, electrocardiography may not show sufficient signs of electrical activity in specific sites of heart, while in VCG, better approximation of cardiac activity can be obtained, especially in back region of the heart. Some ischemic diseases are related to malfunctioning of regions on the back of the heart. 18, 19 This study attempts to obtain a deeper aspect of cardiac activity by various processing on vector cardiogram signals of normal and abnormal candidates. In this work two and three dimensional coordinate axis are used to display VCG. The 2D plane display is the selection of either dual combination of three local axis on XYZ space. In 3D space, it is necessary that all three registered leads are displayed simultaneously against each other. In VCG registration 4 leads are used for chest derivations registration and 2 leads are used for heart back derivations registration. Planer and spatial VCG demo are retrieved and displayed for normal and suspected cardiac ischemic candidates. This mode of representation allows physicians to diagnose cardiac diseases better and more accurate than conventional ECG.
Methods
In this study 60 patients with chest pain, who were suspected to have ischemia and referred to emergency department of Saee hospital in Khomainishahr were examined. Patients were in average age of 55 ± 3 years old. 32 patients were male. At the first stage of admission, ECG and VCG signals of all subjects were obtained in rest state. Patients were treated by drug and hospitalization to gain a stable condition. All subjects performed exercise test 6 weeks after releasing from hospital, and results of ECG and VCG signals were compared with results of exercise test. Patient's records including ECG, VCG and exercise test's results were analyzed by cardiologists. Exclusion criteria were having non-sinus rhythm, Bundle Branch block, use of anti ischemic medication and disability to perform exercise tests.
Electrocardiogram Signal
ECG signals were recorded on the base of the 12 standard leads. Ischemia was defined based on ST segment downward deviation or changes of T wave in the form of negative (greater than 3 mm in depth) or biphasic T wave. The examination results of ECG signals showed that 21 patients had ischemic symptoms and the rest of them were normal.
Vector Cardiogram Signal
Frank arrangement was used for VCG extraction by the use of Cardiax digital recorder. According to the system user manual useful leads for VCG information are available on leads (if four lead from right to left and two back leads named from up to down). Secondary signals such as X, Y, and Z, are extracted from Frank leads using following equations: 
Exercise Test
Strain test was performed according to the Bruce protocol accompanied with heart rate and blood pressure monitoring. The ECG signals were recorded before, during and after the test.
Noise Removal and Filtering
Prior to the process, acquired VCG data should be filtered from high frequency and power line noise. To get read of noise, a sixth order Butterworth low pass filter with cut frequency of 50 HZ is used. Some sample results of this filter and its effect on the produced loops in each plan are shown in figure 1 . At upper row of the figure 1, 2D views of the original captured VCG signals and at the lower row filtered 2D views of VCG signals are shown.
Feature Extraction
For classification of the data there should be number of features available from data samples to apply on the different type of classifiers. Feature selection for discrimination of healthy from patients is a big challenge to this type of work. We used 22 features of the VCG that were most commonly used in previous studies. 
Feature Reduction
It should be mentioned that because of high amount of extracted parameters there is an over complexity for classifiers. Therefore before application of the data to classifiers, data dimensionality should be reduced. The Principal Component Analysis and Independent Components Analysis methods are used in data dimensionality reduction.
Principal Component Analysis
The extracted components of all subjects are applied on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm and then on the base of eigenvector and eigenvalues priority, components are ranked. 20 In this method, by removing less significant coordinates, the data dimensionality is reduced. Extracted features from PCA are applied on neural networks with different input nodes based on the number of selected features for each trail and one hidden layer with two hidden nodes and output layer with two nodes for healthy and suspected patients. The best classification result is obtained with five input features. Therefore data dimension from 22 coordinates reduced to 5 coordinates.
Independent Components Analysis
Independent components analysis technique uses high order statistical features of the data. This technique is often used in various applications including arrays processing, communication, medical signals and speech processing. 21 Independent Components Analysis (ICA) is a statistical model which process multivariable data from a large sample space. Variable independency is not important and each variable may be a linear or nonlinear combination of different independent hidden variables. Hidden variables usually are non-Gaussian and mutually independent, that each one of them are effects of an independent source component. Therefore ICA can be regarded as a generalization of principal component analysis or factors analysis. By the application of ICA on the data there would be a linear projection of the data space to new data coordinate system. In spite of the PCA in which the resulted coordinates are orthogonal to each other, in the ICA new data coordinates are not necessarily orthogonal. In the ICA we try to find a transfer function which converts a random vector X to linear independent components. The aim of this method is maximization of the transfer function. The data dimensionality reduction in this stage was similar to the procedure in PCA.
Data Classification and Analysis
After data dimensionality reduction data should be classified. Thus proper neural network with 5 input nodes, a hidden layer with 2 nodes and output layer with two nodes was used. One of the output nodes were dedicated to class of the healthy cases and the second one to patients with positive ischemia exercise test. The available data set is randomly divided to two sets of train and test. For generalization aspect this procedure is repeated for several neural networks with random initialization values. In the train set there were 23 samples including 20 data from suspected subjects and 3 from healthy ones and the remaining 47 cases were used as a test set. The training of the network was stopped on base of minimal training Root Mean Square (RMS) error. By cross validation test on different combination of the train and test sets using neural network classifiers, classification results are obtained. Classification results are analyzed by the help of SPSS-16 software and different statistical parameters of the classification results such as sensitivity, specificity and p value were computed.
Results
All recorded VCG data including healthy and suspected ones were analyzed and their features were extracted ( Table 1) . Dimensionality of the data is reduced to five by means of the PCA. Their mean values are calculated for two groups of healthy and ischemia suspects ( Table   2 ). Reduced data dimension mean values of ICA dimensionality reducers for two groups of data are also given in 
Discussion
As previous studies shown the VCG has higher sensitivity and accuracy than ECG for other diseases. Hurd et al had shown 82% and 34% sensitivity for VCG and ECG on patients suffering from myocardial infarction. 18 Also Eriksson et al studied patients with left and right Bundle Branch Block in order to diagnose myocardial infarction. They found that sensitivity of VCG in patients with right and left Bundle Branch Block is 71% and 78% respectively. 19 In our study the negative predictive value (NPV) and positive predictive value (PPV) for ECG is 89.7, 28.6 percent and for VCG is 93.5 and 50 percent respectively. False Negative Ratio (FNR) and False Positive Ratio (FPR) for ECG are 40% and 30% and for VCG are 30% and 14% respectively. Our study came to conclusion of previous studies with higher accuracy.
Conclusions
As results of this study shows VCG is more sensitive than ECG, so in cases that ECG signal of a patient suspected to ischemia is without any signs for commenting about existence or non-existence of ischemia, vector cardiogram signal can be used. We used stress testing as a standard reference test. Further study is needed to compare ECG and VCG or other diagnostic methods such as cardiac scan and angiography in order to extend preference of VCG and 3D findings over surface ECG more accurately.
